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RAISING THE 
PROFILE:   
e:volving to brand new 
Jewel & Esk  

In Autumn 2008, 
after a 4-year development 
programme, Jewel & Esk will take delivery of a £55m brand new 
college with two state of the art, purpose designed campuses: the 
Midlothian Campus at Hardengreen, Eskbank and the Edinburgh 
Campus at Milton Road East. 

To enable the e:volve project (www.evolveproject.co.uk)
to become a reality we all “decanted” from the Milton Road 
campus in June 2007 to join our colleagues at the Eskbank 
campus. As one Library Learning Centre could not accommodate 
all the stock or provide enough study space for all our students we 
moved into a new Library Learning Centre (LLC) in temporary 
accommodation known as Bolam House. 

Our biggest challenge in preparing for the move was 
clearing the rolling stacks. Tucked away out of sight at Milton Road 
we had 180 metres of shelving which had to be completely 
emptied! Fortunately this process had been going on gradually 
over the last decade keeping pace with the move from paper-
based to electronic library resources but we still had to find homes 
for some items such as a few random volumes of the Third 
Statistical Account of Scotland!  

As Bolam House LLC is about two thirds of the size of the 
study area we moved out of it holds the book stock for one 
teaching faculty only. However, its sixty wireless laptops offer 
students of all faculties the flexibility to study alone or in groups. 
One bonus is that it has lots of natural light as the temporary 

buildings it occupies have windows on both sides.  
Book stock for other teaching faculties, all audio visual 

materials and some archive material was moved into Eskbank 
LLC. Having two LLCs on one campus meant we had to rename 
both. Changing the names to Main Library and Bolam House 

Library was easy but ensuring that all the stock locations on the 
catalogue were accurate was quite a time consuming summer 
task. However, we are now expert in making “global changes” on 
the library management system (Heritage)!  

More recently we took advantage of the Easter break to 
upgrade Heritage to version 4.2.7 and configure Heritage to use 
active directory passwords. We are enjoying being able to show 
users the book jacket images available on the catalogue in 4.2.7 
and look forward to these being available in the next version of 
Heritage Online. Meantime, users can log in to Heritage Online 
using their institutional ID to check their loan record and loan 
history, reserve items and contact the library.  

A positive spin off of this “decant” year is that all the 
library staff are together on one campus which makes it easier to 
share ideas and to involve everyone in detailed planning for the 
next move to our brand new campuses which will open for 
students on 17th November 2008 after an extended October break. 
We are planning to do a stock check this summer before moving 
into our new, open plan LLCs. Also we will be updating our online 
library guide, cataloguing more websites in Heritage 4.2.7 and 
liaising with our colleagues in Network Services to ensure a 
smooth transition from accessing library managed electronic 
resources via  Athens accounts to using institutional ID in the 
brave new Shibboleth world of Federated Access Management. 

At the same time as working on these tasks we’ll be 
planning for the next move which will mean packing up and re-
distributing the current stock into yet another new configuration! 
Time is tight as the new session starts on 18th August to allow for 
the extended October break. However we will all get out into the 
sunshine at some point to refresh ourselves for the excitement of 
moving in to our new Library Learning Centres and initiating 
students into borrowing wireless laptops with one swipe of a smart 
card! We look forward to telling you all about it in our next Tacit 
article! 
 
Stephanie Rae, Resources Co-ordinator, Jewel & Esk College 
srae@jec.ac.uk
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T A C I T - Information for librarians & information professionals working in Edinburgh 
Musings from the 
Cabin 
 
I am always on the 
look out for news and 
information suitable 
for TACIT. I believe 
the Raising the Profile 
column, featuring a 
particular library or 
information service in 
each issue, is interesting and useful, and I am always 
grateful to the authors who take the time and trouble to 
produce a piece to share with their colleagues. When it 
comes to news and events, I find it is more tricky. There are 
many excellent sites that give current and comprehensive 
listings, such as the City of Literature 
http://www.cityofliterature.com/whats-
on.aspx?sec=5&pid=20 and Slainte 
http://www.slainte.org.uk/ . The larger institutions have their 
library news pages, for example the NLS 
http://www.nls.uk/news/index.html , and Heriot-Watt 
University http://hwlibrary.wordpress.com/ . There are also 
regular e-bulletins and newssheets from all sorts of projects 
and organisations such as 500 years of Printing 
http://www.500yearsofprinting.org/ , Publishing Scotland 
http://www.publishingscotland.org/PublishingTraining/default
.aspx?pid=21 , Grampian Information 
http://www.grampianinfo.co.uk/ . Sometimes I think it is 
useful to remind people of the various sources, sometimes I 
am contacted to put in a notice, such as a vacancy, a local 
event, an opportunity. Otherwise, an obvious role of TACIT 
is to keep the ELISA community aware of what work is 
being done under the auspices of ELISA.   
 
In considering what to include in this issue, I find that June 
seems to be a communal drawing in of breath before the 
plunge into the summer programmes. Many LIS staff have 
headed for some professional fresh air to the CILIPS 
conference in Peebles. For this issue of TACIT, I am 
struggling to find material to include. This is partly because 
in this deep gasp of a month before the summer most things 
in ELISA seem to be at the planning stage (please see 
below), but partly because the current news and information 
about Edinburgh-based libraries is too immense for a tiny 
tool like TACIT.  
 
It seems to me, that now is the time people are realising in 
concrete terms the policies and strategies that have been 
born from the theories made possible with the new 
technologies. New buildings are re-defining how the 
information is stored and retrieved; new technologies have 
democratised access to information and so counters and 
barriers are removed; the sheer volume of information and 
the speed of its generation and delivery are forcing books 
off the shelves and electronic solutions to increase; service 
users have changed expectations and are using their 
libraries differently, requiring staff to adjust their skill sets. 
These changes have been taking place for many years but 
in the last two years the impact seems to have accelerated.  
 

I find it extraordinary, that in a city the size of Edinburgh, 
revolutionary redesign of three of the city’s major knowledge  
 

and information institutions, the National Library, the Royal 
Museum, and the University of Edinburgh’s Main Library are 
taking place at the same time. Two of the city’s Further 
Education Colleges have had library rebuilds in the last 
year, and a new university campus with the crucial Learning 
Resource Centre opened last year for Queen Margaret 
University. The ScotlandsPeople Centre opened at the 
beginning of this year. The City Council is currently 
implementing its redefined role for information in the local 
authority service and has pinned it down into service for 
communities where libraries have become part of a complex 
web of partnerships delivering customer facing services. 
The library role has also been redefined at Edinburgh 
University Library where expertise has been channelled into 
collections or into the delivery of information services. In the 
last three years, at least four Edinburgh-based library 
collections I know of have been dispersed. … how can I 
report on all of this in TACIT! 
 
To my mind, this environment of major change is difficult for 
an organisation like ELISA. If you will forgive the analogy, 
ELISA is like a jellyfish in the ocean. There are cataclysmic 
changes in the information world and ELISA will have to ride 
the waves until things calm down and in the meantime, 
there is the risk of being eaten or just disappearing.  
 

Work on-going through ELISA 
 

• Access Group – Passport Scheme, Edinburgh 
Libraries Guide, Book Prescription scheme all being 
developed and maintained. 

• e-Content Group – the project “Picture Edinburgh” 
has fallen at the hurdles but talks are afoot for re-
development – decisions to be made in the next 
couple of months 

• Staff Development & Training Group – this group 
has received a lot of good information from the 
ELISA Open Forum and are using this to guide 
future developments – a report to appear in the next 
issue of TACIT 

• Web Group – the focus of the Group at present is 
on delivering an efficient marketing tool for the 
Festival of Libraries 

• Edinburgh’sFestival of Libraries – currently over 50 
events pencilled in on the listings  

• ELISA Open Forum 2008 – report available on the 
ELISA website 
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